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NOTIFICATION

The  following  is  the  Probability  List  containing  the  Register  Numbers  of 
candidates who are found provisionally eligible to be included in the Ranked 
list, subject to the verification of the Original documents, for selection to the 
post of  LIFT OPERATOR  - Kottayam  (Category No. 296/2014 ) in VARIOUS 
DEPARTMENTS  on    ₹   9190-15780/-  on the basis of the  Objective Type 
Test (OMR) held on 30/01/2016.

The  Register  Numbers  are  arranged  in  their  numerical  sequence  and  the 
arrangement does not in any way, indicate their respective rank on the basis of 
the said test. 

MAIN LIST

108154 108158 108807 109021 109192

Supplementary List

Ezhava

Nil

Scheduled Caste

Nil

Scheduled Tribe

Nil

Muslim

Nil
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Latin Catholic/AI

Nil

OBC

Nil

Viswakarma

Nil

SIUC Nadar

Nil

OX

Nil

Dheevara

Nil

Hindu Nadar

Nil

List of Differently abled Candidates for 3% Reservation

Low Vision

Nil

Hearing Impairment

Not eligible

Locomotor Disability/Cerebral Palsy

Nil



Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject 
to   scrutiny  and  admission  of   application  on  absolute  basis.   Inclusion  of 
Register   numbers  in  the  probability  list  does  not  confer  any  right  on  the 
candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note:- (2)  The list has been  prepared by including the number of eligible and 
qualified candidates who have secured top marks in the OMR Test. 

Note  :-  (3)   The candidates  who have secured 19 (Nineteen)   marks  and 
above are included in  the probability list 

Note:-  (4)   Candidates  included  in  the  Probability  List  should  present  and 
produce  in  person  the  original  documents  for   One  Time  Registration 
Verification.  Date, Time and Venue of certificate verification will be intimated 
to the candidates shortly through their Profile message and SMS.

Note:- (5)   According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is 
not  allowed  but  answer  scripts  can  be  rechecked  after  the  publication  of 
Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be published in the Ranked List to be 
published for the post. 

Note :- (6)  Candidates belonging to  Other Backward classes included in this 
list who are required to produce  Non – Creamy Layer Certificate as per G.O(P) 
No.81/09/SCSTDD  dated  26/09/2009  or  G.O(MS)No.05/14/BCDD  dated 
31/01/2014 shall produce the same along with the other documents mentioned 
above  at  the  time  of  verification  of  original  documents.  SC/ST  candidates 
included in this list are required to produce Community Certificate issued under 
Rule 4 of the Kerala (Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes) Regulation of issue 
of Community Certificate Rules 2002 by the Revenue authorities.

Note :- (7) Copy of answer  scripts  of the OMR Test held on 30/01/2016 will be 
issued to those candidates who, apply for the same remitting the prescribed 
fee after approval of the Ranked List. Candidates whose Register  numbers are 
invalidated  are  advised  to  refer  to  Notification  No.ERII(1)3465/16/EW 
dated:07/09/2016.
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